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Glossary

Jewish Men - A Traditional Look
dishdasha - (also thawb)  Arab long sleeved robe
bisht - Arab outer robe
keffiyeh - (pl keffiyyat) Arab head scarf
agal - (also igal) coil of goats hair placed on the keffiyeh
turban - head covering of cloth wound around the head

Jewish Men - A Historical Look
‘imrah - dark stripes over the shoulders on a Jewish tunic
clavus - (pl clavi) dark stripe over the shoulders on a Roman tunic
himation - Greek cloak, a large rectangle of cloth wrapped around the body, about 3.5 yards
                  (3.5 meters) long
tallit - Jewish word for himation with tassels
tzitzit - (pl tzitzyot) tassel
shamash - longest cord in the tassel

How to make a tzitzit:
*take 4 threads, 3 short and 1 long, threads should be white and one blue
*make a hole in the cloth and push the threads through so all the ends are the same length except 
the one long thread called the shamash
*take the 4 strands and tie a double knot
*wind the shamash around the other strands in a spiral 7 times, then tie a double knot
*repeat these steps by winding the shamash around 8 times, double knot, 11 times, double knot 
then 13 times ending with a double knot

Jewish Women
thawb - (also thobe) Arab long sleeved robe
gamma - L shaped design, from shape of Greek letter gamma

Jewish Priests
miter - (also mitre) tall cap worn by priests
ephod - garment worn by High Priest over the robe; made of blue, red, purple and gold thread



Greek and Roman Women
stola - Roman outer dress
instita - strap across the shoulders of a stola
palla - rectangular cloak for a Roman woman

Roman Officials
toga - special garment worn only by Roman citizens, made of wool, approximately 15-18 feet long 
(about 5 meters), oval shape folded into two to make a semi-circle and draped around the body
umbo - cloth hanging in the center of the toga, also the metal boss on a shield
sinus - lower part of fold under umbo
equites - social class of knights
angustus clavus - narrow purple stripe over the shoulder (1.5 inches/3 centimeters wide)
latus clavus - broad purple stripe over shoulder, for those of the wealthy Roman aristocracy
(3 inches/6 centimeters wide) 
toga virilis - plain toga of natural wool
toga praetexta - for the senators and senior magistrates, had a broad purple stripe along the edge
 
    Shape of Toga

Footwear
carbatina - (pl carbatinae) popular shoe in the Western Empire made of a single piece of leather
crepida - (pl crepidae) form of shoe that had a proper sole, upper was made from a series of loops
soleae and sandalia - Roman sandals
caliga - (pl caligae) sandals worn by the Roman army
calceus - (pl calcei) soft leather Roman boot worn with the toga

Roman Military
lorica segmentata - metal plate armor worn by the Legionaries
lorica hamata - chain mail armor worn by the Auxiliaries
scutum - curved shield with straight edges used by the Legionaries
clipeus - flat, oval shield used by the Auxilaries
Coolus helmet - style of helmet with flat neck-guard, made of bronze
Imperial Gallic/Imperial Italic helmets - styles of helmets with deeper neck guards, usually made 
of iron
Attic helmet - in drama shown as the helmet worn by senior officers, based on Greek type
phalerae - decorations worn by centurions


